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Alex e l'ironic gentleman
During his first adventure, Hatter Madigan makes friends with a group of new
cadets and find themselves almost immediately launched on their first adventure;
when Hatter and other cadets have ghost sightings. They soon learn that these
"ghosts" are connected to the academy's H.A.T.B.O.X (Holographic and
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Transmutative Base of Xtremecombat). And that they have the ability to possess
the bodies of the living.

The Quest for the Kid
A Kirkus Prize nominee and Stonewall Honor winner with 5 starred reviews! A New
York Times bestseller! Named one of the best books of 2017 by NPR and the New
York Public Library! "The queer teen historical you didn’t know was missing from
your life.”—Teen Vogue "A stunning powerhouse of a story."—School Library
Journal "A gleeful romp through history."—ALA Booklist A young bisexual British
lord embarks on an unforgettable Grand Tour of Europe with his best friend/secret
crush. An 18th-century romantic adventure for the modern age written by This
Monstrous Thing author Mackenzi Lee—Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda meets
the 1700s. Henry “Monty” Montague doesn’t care that his roguish passions are far
from suitable for the gentleman he was born to be. But as Monty embarks on his
grand tour of Europe, his quests for pleasure and vice are in danger of coming to
an end. Not only does his father expect him to take over the family’s estate upon
his return, but Monty is also nursing an impossible crush on his best friend and
traveling companion, Percy. So Monty vows to make this yearlong escapade one
last hedonistic hurrah and flirt with Percy from Paris to Rome. But when one of
Monty’s reckless decisions turns their trip abroad into a harrowing manhunt, it calls
into question everything he knows, including his relationship with the boy he
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adores. Witty, dazzling, and intriguing at every turn, The Gentleman's Guide to
Vice and Virtue is an irresistible romp that explores the undeniably fine lines
between friendship and love. Don't miss Felicity's adventures in The Lady's Guide
to Petticoats and Piracy, the highly anticipated sequel!

The Midnight House
"Groundbreaking look at slaves as commodities through every phase of life, from
birth to death and beyond, in early America The Price for Their Pound of Flesh is
the first book to explore the economic value of enslaved people through every
phase of their lives--including from before birth to after death--in the American
domestic slave trades. Covering the full "life cycle" (including preconception,
infancy, childhood, adolescence, adulthood, the senior years, and death), historian
Daina Berry shows the lengths to which slaveholders would go to maximize profits.
She draws from over ten years of research to explore how enslaved people
responded to being appraised, bartered, and sold. By illuminating their lives, Berry
ensures that the individuals she studies are regarded as people, not merely
commodities. Analyzing the depth of this monetization of human property will
change the way we think about slavery, reparations, capitalism, and nineteenthcentury medical education"-Page 3/27
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Into the Wild
Unspoken Feelings of a Man explores the deepest parts of a male as he evolves
into a man. These are the words behind the silence that many deal with. Thoughts,
emotions, and real life struggles are unleashed within these pages. The person
speaking isn't fictional but very real and opens himself up wide for the world to
salvage pieces they too can relate to. This literary piece speaks volumes on love,
pain, mistakes, and personal growth. When you are able to peer into the soul of
another person, you realize that you are human too. Words left unsaid halt the
opportunity for another to grow from your experiences. On every page are words
from the depths of a man's core that has broken others and been broken, priceless
words no longer left unspoken.

Heart of Darkness
Preacher's daughter Jocelyn Woodbridge wasn't the type to incite street brawls.
She'd rather nurse the sick or reform the fallen. Alexander Blackthorne had been
sent to England for some "civilizing". And when a marriage of convenience forced
them together, Joss knew she'd need more than a prayer to make a loving
husband.
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10:04
A collection of five short stories that have been made into movies includes "The
Mangler," in which a skeptical writer investigates a supposedly haunted hotel room
that has apparently caused at least forty-two deaths.

Fever Dreams
Hatter Madigan
Often mistaken for a boy because of her haircut and name, Alex Morningside is an
inquisitive girl of ten-and-a-half who attends the prestigious Wigpowder-Steele
Academy. Unfortunately, though she loves to learn, Alex just can’t bring herself to
enjoy her classes. Her teachers are all old and smelly and don’t seem to know
about anything that has happened in the world the past thirty years, and her
peers…well they are quite simply ridiculous. Luckily for Alex, the new school year
brings an exciting new teacher. Mr. Underwood makes lessons fun and teaches her
how to fence. But Mr. Underwood has a mysterious family secret - the
swashbuckling and buried treasure kind - and not everyone is glad he has come to
Wigpowder-Steele. When the infamous pirates of a ship called the Ironic
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Gentleman kidnap Mr. Underwood, Alex sets off on a journey to rescue him, along
the way encountering a cast of strange and magical characters, including the
dashing and sometimes heroic Captain Magnanimous, Coriander the Conjurer, the
Extremely Ginormous Octopus, and the wicked Daughters of the Founding Fathers’
Preservation Society.

Someone to Love
A shy boy's life is sent spiraling into adventure after a fateful day when he
discovers a pig in a small hat and returns it to its home at the mysterious Explorers
Club.

Corsets & Clockwork
Having had a near-death experience in the accident that killed his younger sister,
eleven-year-old Will tries to cope with the situation by writing her letters.

Dreams Come to Life (Bendy, Book 1)
A memoir about showbiz in the early 20th century that travels from the theaters of
Vienna, Prague, and Berlin, to Hollywood during the golden age, complete with
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encounters with Franz Kafka, Albert Einstein, and Greta Garbo along the way. Salka
Viertel's autobiography tells of a brilliant, creative, and well-connected woman's
pilgrimage through the darkest years of the twentieth century, a journey that
would take her from a remote province of the Austro-Hungarian Empire to
Hollywood. The Kindness of Strangers is, to quote the New Yorker writer S. N.
Behrman, "a very rich book. It provides a panorama of the dissolving civilizations of
the twentieth century. In all of them the author lived at the apex of their culture
and artistic aristocracies. Her childhood . . . is an entrancing idyll. In Berlin, in
Prague, in Vienna, there appears Karl Kraus, Kafka, Rilke, Robert Musil,
Schoenberg, Einstein, Alban Berg. There is the suffering and disruption of the First
World War and the suffering and agony after it, which is described with such
intimacy and vividness that you endure these terrible years with the author. Then
comes the migration to Hollywood, where Salka's house on Mabery Road becomes
a kind of Pantheon for the gathered artists, musicians, and writers. It seems to me
that no one has ever described Hollywood and the life of writers there with such
verve."

The Price for Their Pound of Flesh
More mystery, more bravery, more danger, and one amazingly reckless rescue
await in the second book in the Explorers series! The perfect read for fans of The
Name of This Book Is a Secret and The Mysterious Benedict Society! Reader! Your
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attention is greatly needed. We have left things unresolved! What began as your
average story of a boy stumbling upon a pig in a teeny hat and a secret
international explorers society has turned into an adventure of epic proportions. *
The bad news: The boy (Sebastian) has been kidnapped by a trio of troublesome
thugs. * The good news: His new friend Evie has promised to rescue him! * The bad
news: Sebastian has been taken halfway around the world. * The good news: Evie
has famous explorer and former Filipendulous Five member Catherine Lind at her
side! * The bad news: There's still the whole matter of Evie's grandfather (and the
leader of the Filipendulous Five) somewhere out there in grave danger. * The good
news: Pursuing Sebastian will lead Evie and Catherine to another member of the
Filipendulous Five, who might be able to help! This missive is a call to action and
an invitation to join in mystery, bravery, and danger. There will be new people to
meet, new places to see, and some dancing along the way. And one amazingly
reckless rescue. PRAISE FOR THE FIRST BOOK IN THE SERIES: THE EXPLORERS: THE
DOOR IN THE ALLEY: "[A] wildly funny adventure. . . . Animals in teeny hats,
Wonderland-style logic, and loads of wordplay and sarcasm will keep readers
giggling all the way through."-Kirkus Reviews "Exhilarating. . . . Fans of a Series of
Unfortunate Events will be drawn to this."-Booklist "A rollicking read, full of derringdo and old-fashioned villainy."-School Library Journal "Funny, offbeat, and
subversive . . . occasional footnotes and other humorous asides from the
omniscient narrator break the fourth wall and ramp up the playfulness."-The Horn
Book "Narrated with a smart, brisk tone and plenty of snark. . . . The Explorers: The
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Door in the Alleypacks plenty of twists, turns and danger."-Shelf Awareness

Timothy and the Dragon's Gate
Unspoken Feelings of a Gentleman
Eleven-year-old Timothy Freshwater has been expelled from every school in his
city. With nowhere else to go, he joins his father at the Tall and Imposing Tower of
Doom and lands himself an (unpaid) internship with Evans Bore, a hopelessly
awkward CEO who hasn't been invited to single fancy party in his entire life. When
his father is called away on business, his real education begins. Left in the care of
an eccentric neighbour named Mr. Bazalgette, Timothy learns some curious facts
about Mr. Bore and his unusually loyal mail clerk, Mr. Shen--facts that lead to
unbelievable revelations: about dragons, servants, and the laws that bind them.
With time running out, Timothy takes it upon himself to change one dragon's fate,
and begins an adventure that will not end until he is relentlessly pursued by a pack
of blood-thirsty black cabs, a crazed ninja and the most feared pirate in the South
China Sea! This stand-alone read is the perfect introduction to Adrienne Kress' wild
imagination. Those readers who loved her first book, Alex and the Ironic
Gentleman, will rejoice in the reappearance of Alex, Captain Magnanimous and the
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peculiar Jack Scratch.

The Beautiful Poetry of Donald Trump
Soldier of fortune Alex Ryder is determined to win the hand of Lady Eve, a lovely
widow and renowned matchmaker for the ton, and challenges her to find him a
suitable bride, without telling her that she is the only woman he will ever love, but
when an unknown assailant threatens Eve's life, Ryder risks everything to protect
her. Original.

The Explorers
Victoria Deveny is transported from her Northumberland, England, home in 1890 to
1964 Alton Bay, New Hampshire, where she meets Elliot Good and they agree to
help the Faerie Queen defeat the Shadow Knight, who is trying to close the portals
that allow fai

The Windmill Summer
Heart of Darkness is a short novel by Polish novelist Joseph Conrad, written as a
frame narrative, about Charles Marlow's life as an ivory transporter down the
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Congo River in Central Africa. The river is "a mighty big river, that you could see on
the map, resembling an immense snake uncoiled, with its head in the sea, its body
at rest curving afar over a vast country, and its tail lost in the depths of the land."
In the course of his travel in central Africa, Marlow becomes obsessed with Mr.
Kurtz. The story is a complex exploration of the attitudes people hold on what
constitutes a barbarian versus a civilized society and the attitudes on colonialism
and racism that were part and parcel of European imperialism. Originally published
as a three-part serial story, in Blackwood's Magazine, the novella Heart of
Darkness has been variously published and translated into many languages. In
1998, the Modern Library ranked Heart of Darkness one of the hundred best novels
in English of the twentieth century.

Reflections of a Man
Following the international buzz for his debut, Leaving the Atocha Station, comes
10:04, Ben Lerner's electric second novel that blends artistry and wit, intelligence
and tenderness. A unique collision between art and life by an extraordinary young
writer. For readers of Jeffrey Eugenides, Jonathan Lethem, Sheila Heti. Leaving the
Atocha Station was hailed as "one of the truest (and funniest) novelsof his
generation" (Lorin Stein, New York Review of Books), "a work so luminously original
in style and form as to seem like a premonition, a comet from the future" (Geoff
Dyer, The Observer). Now Lerner's second novel departs from Atocha's exquisite
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ironies in order to explore new territories of thought and feeling. In the last year,
the narrator of 10:04 has enjoyed unexpected literary success, has been diagnosed
with a potentially fatal heart condition, and has been asked by his best friend to
help her conceive a child, despite his dating a rising star in the visual arts. In a New
York of increasingly frequent super storms and political unrest, he must reckon
with his biological mortality, the possibility of a literary afterlife, and the prospect
of (unconventional) fatherhood in a city that might soon be under water. In prose
that Jonathan Franzen has called "hilariouscracklingly intelligentand original in
every sentence," Lerner captures what it's like to be alive now, when the difficulty
of imagining a future has changed our relation to both our present and our past.
Exploring sex, friendship, medicine, memory, art, and politics, 10:04 is both a
riveting work of fiction and a brilliant examination of the role fiction plays in our
lives.

The Kindness of Strangers
If you hated Lemony Snicket, you won't like this! Nasty old ladies, trains that go
nowhere, a giant octopus and a shipful of the bloodthirstiest rogues that ever
sailed the ocean wave-will the heroic Alex overcome all and discover the secret of
The Ironic Gentleman, deadliest of all pirate ships? Brilliantly imaginative, with a
wild sense of humour!
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Geographies of Liberation
"On the run from nefarious, nameless thugs, Sebastian and Evie must travel the
world to reunite the other explorers from the Filipendulous Five if they are to put
all their clues together and find Evie's grandfather before it's too late"--

The Book Thief
Tired of being nagged by her relatives, a young girl goes to live by herself in her
greatgrandfather's windmill.

Alex and the Wigpowder Treasure
Meet Mr. Penguin: adventurer (and penguin)! He has a dashing hat. He has a
battered satchel. He has a packed lunch of fish finger sandwiches. Now he just
needs an adventure! So when Bouddica Bones from the Museum of Extraordinary
objects calls for help, Mr. Penguin swings into action. Can he and Colin the spider
find the museum's missing treasure before bandits do? Or is this the adventure Mr.
Penguin should have never answered? This humorous page-turning story from Alex
T. Smith, the author-illustrator of the popular Claude series, is sure to thrill young
readers looking for a good adventure.
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The Secret to Your Surrender
Cora, Nellie, and Michiko, teenaged assistants to three powerful men in Edwardian
London, meet by chance at a ball that ends with the discovery of a murdered man,
leading the three to work together to solve this and related crimes without drawing
undue attention to themselves.

The Glass Castle
Geographies of Liberation: The Making of an Afro-Arab Political Imaginary

The Magic Thief
In April 1992 a young man from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to Alaska and
walked alone into the wilderness north of Mt. McKinley. His name was Christopher
Johnson McCandless. He had given $25,000 in savings to charity, abandoned his
car and most of his possessions, burned all the cash in his wallet, and invented a
new life for himself. Four months later, his decomposed body was found by a
moose hunter. How McCandless came to die is the unforgettable story of Into the
Wild. Immediately after graduating from college in 1991, McCandless had roamed
through the West and Southwest on a vision quest like those made by his heroes
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Jack London and John Muir. In the Mojave Desert he abandoned his car, stripped it
of its license plates, and burned all of his cash. He would give himself a new name,
Alexander Supertramp, and , unencumbered by money and belongings, he would
be free to wallow in the raw, unfiltered experiences that nature presented. Craving
a blank spot on the map, McCandless simply threw the maps away. Leaving behind
his desperate parents and sister, he vanished into the wild. Jon Krakauer constructs
a clarifying prism through which he reassembles the disquieting facts of
McCandless's short life. Admitting an interst that borders on obsession, he
searches for the clues to the dries and desires that propelled McCandless. Digging
deeply, he takes an inherently compelling mystery and unravels the larger riddles
it holds: the profound pull of the American wilderness on our imagination; the
allure of high-risk activities to young men of a certain cast of mind; the complex,
charged bond between fathers and sons. When McCandless's innocent mistakes
turn out to be irreversible and fatal, he becomes the stuff of tabloid headlines and
is dismissed for his naiveté, pretensions, and hubris. He is said to have had a death
wish but wanting to die is a very different thing from being compelled to look over
the edge. Krakauer brings McCandless's uncompromising pilgrimage out of the
shadows, and the peril, adversity , and renunciation sought by this enigmatic
young man are illuminated with a rare understanding--and not an ounce of
sentimentality. Mesmerizing, heartbreaking, Into the Wild is a tour de force. The
power and luminosity of Jon Krakauer's stoytelling blaze through every page. From
the Trade Paperback edition.
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HER.
Alex Best's remarkable story is one of determination, heartbreak, and ultimately,
triumph. From air stewardess to the nation's favourite cover girl, the road to
stardom has been a rocky one, paved with obstacles and sometimes disaster. With
her steely nerve and stunning good looks, she has nevertheless made it to the top.
When she met and married George Best, her life changed forever. Alex stood by
her husband throughout their troubled marriage until his alcoholism and infidelity
became too much for her to bear and they parted. Alex has now rebuilt her life
and, having won the hearts of the nation in I'm a Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here,
has forged a successful career for herself in presenting and modeling.

Mr. Penguin and the Lost Treasure
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern
classic beloved by millions of readers HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO
DIE 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on Himmel Street.
Her parents have been taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books.
This is her story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs
begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY
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DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features pages of bonus content, including
marked-up manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from the author's
writing notebook.

The Friday Society
Writing can be fun -- and here's the book to prove it! Hemingway. Dostoevsky.
Shakespeare. All of them wrote masterpieces when they were adults. But imagine
what they could have written when they were kids, if only they had had this book!
Be a Writing Superstar is an irreverent, encouraging writing guide for young
readers, which covers a whole spectrum of topics. It succeeds in teaching them the
nuts and bolts of the entire writing process -- from brainstorming their early ideas
and shaping them on paper, right through to hosting their own book launch! Yes,
kids will be trading witty repartee and bon mots with their fellow scribes, as they
get their literary game on! And, for when the dreaded writer's block kicks in, kids
can draw inspiration from their writing heroes by reading some short interviews
with famous Canadian authors and illustrators! Some of Canada's finest, including
Robert Munsch, Mélanie Watt, Gordon Korman and Kenneth Oppel, agreed to
answer 5 Silly Questions about their writing, and all of them are included in this
book. A hilarious reminder that writers are funny people and writing is, above all
else, fun!
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The Impossible Climb
Bestselling romance editor Trisha Telep brings an exciting new element to the fastgrowing sub-genre of steampunk, which bends and blends the old and the new in
increasingly popular dark urban fantasies. Young heroes and heroines battle evil, in
various forms with the help of super-technological or supernatural powers, while
falling in and out of love. Contributors include: Ann Aguirre a bestselling author
who writes urban fantasy (the Corine Solomon series from Roc), romantic science
fiction (the Jax series from Ace), apocalyptic paranormal romance (as Ellen Connor,
writing with Carrie Lofty, from Penguin), paranormal romantic suspense (as Ava
Gray from Berkley), and post-apocalyptic dystopian young adult fiction (Razorland
and Wireville coming in 2011 from Feiwel & Friends). Tessa Gratton, her debut
novel Blood Magic arrives in 2011 from Random House Children's Books, followed
by the companion Crow Magic in 2012. Jaclyn Dolamore is the debut author of
Magic Under Glass from Bloomsbury USA. Lesley Livingston is the award-winning
author of Wondrous Strange and Darklight, the first two books in the bestselling
trilogy from HarperCollins. Frewin Jones is the bestselling author of the Faerie Path
series and the Warrior Princess books, among many others Caitlin Kittredge is the
author of the Iron Codex trilogy, a Lovecraftian steampunk adventure. Dru
Pagliassotti's first novel Clockwork Heart was one of the first in the rising new
genre of steampunk romance and was named by Library Journal as one of the five
steampunk novels to read in 2009. Dia Reeves is the debut author of the critically
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acclaimed YA Bleeding Violet. Michael Scott is the Irish-born, New York Times
bestselling author of the six part epic fantasy series, The Secrets of the Immortal
Nicholas Flamel. Maria V. Snyder is the New York Times bestselling author of the
Study series (Poison Study, Magic Study, and Fire Study) about a young woman
forced to become a poison taster. Tiffany Trent the author of the acclaimed YA
dark fantasy series Hallowmere, which was an IndieBound Children's Pick and a
New York Public Library Book of the Teen Age 2008. Kiersten White is the debut
author of Paranormalacy, the first book in a new trilogy, which was published by
HarperTeen in August of 2010. Adrienne Kress, is the author of Alex and the Ironic
Gentleman and Timothy and the Dragon's Gate.

The Explorers: The Reckless Rescue
What if there's a hidden dimension to Donald Trump; a sensitive, poetic side?
Driven by this question, Rob Sears began combing Trump's words for signs of
poetry. What he found was a revelation. By simply taking the 45th President of the
United States' tweets and transcripts, cutting them up and reordering them, Sears
unearthed a trove of beautiful verse that was just waiting to be discovered. This
groundbreaking collection gives readers a glimpse of Trump's innermost thoughts
and feelings on everything from the nature of truth, to what he hates about Lord
Sugar. And it will reveal a hitherto hidden Donald, who may surprise and delight
both students and critics alike. Now with seventeen all-new poems! As we lurch
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deeper into the Trump presidency, this timely publication also includes Sears'
scholarly footnotes and introduction, in which he excavates new critical angles and
insights into the President's poetry which the casual reader might initially overlook.

The Faerie Door
New York Times bestselling author Mary Blaogh presents the first historical
romance in the Westcott series, where the death of an earl reveals a most
scandalous secret. Humphrey Westcott, Earl of Riverdale, has died, leaving behind
a fortune that will forever alter the lives of everyone in his family--including the
daughter no one knew he had Anna Snow grew up in an orphanage in Bath
knowing nothing of the family she came from. Now she discovers that the late Earl
of Riverdale was her father and that she has inherited his fortune. She is also
overjoyed to learn she has siblings. However, they want nothing to do with her or
her attempts to share her new wealth. But the new earl's guardian is interested in
Anna Avery Archer, Duke of Netherby, keeps others at a distance. Yet something
prompts him to aid Anna in her transition from orphan to lady. As London society
and her newfound relatives threaten to overwhelm Anna, Avery steps in to rescue
her and finds himself vulnerable to feelings and desires he has hidden so well and
for so long.
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Stephen King Goes to the Movies
Summoned to Langley in the aftermath of two murders, CIA agent John Wells
learns that the victims were part of a secret interrogation team that used brutal
methods to break tough jihadis, a case with ties to unexpected places.

Be a Writing Superstar
Discover the fantasy and wonder of The Magic Thief, the first book in Sarah
Prineas’s acclaimed middle grade fantasy series! Diana Wynne Jones, author of
Howl's Moving Castle, said: "I couldn't put it down. Wonderful, exciting stuff." In a
city that runs on a dwindling supply of magic, a young boy is drawn into a life of
wizardry and adventure. Conn should have dropped dead the day he picked
Nevery's pocket and touched the wizard's locus magicalicus, a stone used to focus
magic and work spells. But for some reason he did not. Nevery finds that
interesting, and he takes Conn as his apprentice on the provision that the boy find
a locus stone of his own. But Conn has little time to search for his stone between
wizard lessons and helping Nevery discover who—or what—is stealing the city of
Wellmet's magic.

Wenny Has Wings
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Alex and the Ironic Gentleman
All he wanted was to safeguard his secret. Having spent years living in the shadow
of his brother's scandalous reputation, Anthony Dempsey fought hard to regain the
credibility of his family name. His unwavering sense of duty is renowned and
admired. But then tragedy strikes. Threatened with ruination, he withdraws from
society to hide his secret and protect all those close to him. How ironic that he
should finally meet a woman who captures more than his interest. Indeed, Sarah
Roxbury is a dazzling beauty who ignites the flame of passion in his heart, awakens
a craving deep in his core. But how can he think of love? How can he commit to
anyone when the truth is sure to bring nothing but devastation and despair? All she
wanted was his surrender. Despite much praise for her beauty and alluring
countenance, there was only one gentleman who'd captured Sarah Roxbury's
heart. But Anthony Dempsey was an enigma. He was charming, intelligent,
interested in more than her beguiling smile. Then as quick as the wind could blow
out a candle, he appeared cold and indifferent. What was he hiding? Why did he
prove to be a constant disappointment? Desperate to uncover the reason behind
his mysterious behaviour, Sarah discovers there is more at risk than a broken heart

Loving George
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An all-new official, original novel from the twisted world of the hit horror video
game, Bendy and the Ink Machine!

Wicked Angel
The Orphelines in the Enchanted Castle
"One of the most compelling accounts of a climb and the climbing ethos that I've
ever read." --Sebastian Junger The Impossible Climb climaxes with Alex Honnold's
unprecedented, almost unimaginable feat: a 3,000-foot vertical climb up El Capitan
in Yosemite, without a rope. Mark Synnott tells the story in the context of a deeply
reported account of his ten-year friendship with Honnold, multiple climbing
expeditions, and the climbing ethos they share. The climbing community had long
considered a "free solo" ascent of El Capitan an impossible feat so far beyond
human limits that it was not worth thinking about. When Alex Honnold topped out
at 9:28 am on June 3, 2017, having spent fewer than four hours on his historic
ascent, the world gave a collective gasp. His friend Tommy Caldwell, who free
climbed (with a rope) the nearby Dawn Wall in 2015, called Alex's ascent "the
moon landing of free soloing." The New York Times described it as "one of the
great athletic feats of any kind, ever." It was "almost unbearable to watch," writes
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Synnott. This majestic work of personal history delves into a raggedy culture that
emerged decades earlier during Yosemite's Golden Age, when pioneering climbers
like Royal Robbins and Warren Harding invented the sport that Honnold would turn
on its ear. Synnott paints an authentic, wry portrait of climbing history, profiling
Yosemite heroes John Bachar, Peter Croft, Dean Potter, and the harlequin tribe of
climbers known as the Stonemasters. A veteran of the North Face climbing team
and contributor to National Geographic, Synnott weaves in his own amateur and
professional experiences with poignant insight and wit. Tensions burst on the milehigh northwest face of Pakistan's Great Trango Tower; photographer/climber Jimmy
Chin miraculously persuades an intransigent official in the Borneo jungle to allow
Honnold's first foreign expedition, led by Synnott, to continue; armed bandits
accost the same trio at the foot of a tower in the Chad desert . . . The Impossible
Climb is an emotional drama driven by people exploring the limits of human
potential and seeking a perfect, dialed-in dance with nature. They dare beyond the
ordinary, but this story of the sublime is really about all of us. Who doesn't need to
face down fear and make the most of the time we have?

The Gentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity
were their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children
lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the
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mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his
children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary
painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family.
When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining
town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to
fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will
to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of
unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery
determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description.

Outcast
Bad angels take flight in this Southern paranormal mystery from the author of the
Explorers series who’s “always a treat to read” (Kelley Armstrong, #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of City of the Lost). They come out of the sky and take
you. Everyone knows that. After six years of “angels” coming out of the sky and
taking people from her town, sixteen-year-old Riley Carver has just about had it
living with the constant fear. When one decides to terrorize her in her own
backyard, it’s the final straw. Riley takes her mother’s shotgun and shoots the
thing. So it’s dead. Or . . . not? In place of the creature she shot, is a guy. A really
hot guy. A really hot alive and breathing guy. Oh, and he’s totally naked. Not sure
what to do, she drags his unconscious body to the tool shed and ties him up. After
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all, he’s an angel and they have tricks. When he regains consciousness, she’s all
set to interrogate him about why the angels come to her town, and how to get
back her best friend (and almost boyfriend) Chris, who was taken the year before.
But it turns out the naked guy in her shed is just as confused about everything as
she is. He thinks it’s 1956. “A refreshingly different take on angel mythology with a
funny, gutsy, shotgun-toting heroine and a rivetingly sexy hero. Set in an eerie
deep south town, Outcast is a spooky, spirited, compulsively readable
story—charged with wit, wisdom, and bittersweet romance.” —Lesley Livingston,
author of the international-bestselling Wondrous Strange series
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